Viruses
A new interactive experience for museums
and science centers
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This page: Electron micrograph of coronavirus in human tissue. CDC.
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Viruses shown on the recommended hardware setup: 42” touchscreen with built-in PC. Rugged,
easy to wipe down, designed for 24/7 operation.

Introduction
The new Viruses interactive provides a quick and easy-to-understand overview of viruses,
divided into five sections:
•
•
•
•
•

What are viruses?
How do they work?
Where did they come from?
Why are they important?
COVID-19

Striking images, simple animations and
straightforward explanations impart the basic
facts.
Timely, accurate and engaging, Viruses answers
basic questions, reflects the latest science and
covers COVID-19 best practices.
The Science Advisor for Viruses is Dr. Lynn
W. Enquist, Henry L. Hillman Professor of
Molecular Biology, Princeton University. Dr.
Enquist is a co-author of the leading textbook in
the field, Principles of Virology.

Test drive it!
Go to our website
darwindinosaurs.com
to try it yourself.
A link there will let you
download the experience (it will
include watermarks and other
limitations).
You must be on a Windows
machine, but you don’t need
a touchscreen—you can use a
mouse.

Viruses is reviewed every 90 days for accuracy
and timeliness of information and updates can be downloaded easily from the Internet.
Customers are notified when updates are published. Updates are free.
On point, on mission. Viruses gets to the heart of the most significant public health crisis in
the last one hundred years: COVID-19. The more people understand about viruses—how they
work, how they are transmitted—the better for everyone.
Viruses also addresses how vaccines work so people are properly informed when a vaccine
for COVID-19 becomes available.
Rarely does a topic come along that fits so well
into the educational mission of natural history
museums and science centers.
Viruses is an opportunity to take a proactive role
in public health education during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Contact Us!

888-600-5054

info@darwindinosaurs.com
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Science Advisor
Dr. Lynn W. Enquist, Henry L. Hillman Professor of Molecular Biology
Princeton University
Dr. Enquist is the editor in chief of the
Annual Review of Virology. He is a member
and past president of both the American
Society for Microbiology and the American
Society for Virology, and a fellow of the
American Academy of Microbiology
and the American Association for the
Advancement of Sciences. He is a past
member of the National Science Advisory
Board for Biosecurity. Dr. Enquist has taught
university courses in virology for over 25
years and is a coauthor of the textbook,
Principles of Virology.
Dr. Enquist checks all content in Viruses, including updates.

Sample Scenes
The Viruses interactive has five sections, each composed of “scenes.”
•
•
•
•
•

What are they?
How do they work?
Where did they come from?
Why are they important?
COVID-19

Scenes feature images, videos, animations, audio, and other digital assets and
focus on one aspect of viruses within the context of each section.
Examples from each section are shown on the following pages, but there are
many more and the interactive is designed to encourage exploration.
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Home
Accessible from any scene via the universal navigation. The bottom bar
allows visitors to jump to places that interest them most.

Section 1, Scene 1
Defines the basic structure of most viruses. Additional scenes in this
section cover the microscopic size of virions and why they are not
considered lifeforms.
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Section 2, Scene 1: Viral Infection
This is the first scene in the How do they work? series and illustrates the
process by which a virus infects a cell and replicates.

Section 2, Scene 2: Natural Killer Cells
Animation. Explains how Natural Killer cells identify and destroy stressed
or foreign cells. There are also scenes on T Cells and B cells. Total Time:
49 seconds.
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Section 2, Scene 5: Vaccines
Animation. Explains how vaccines are prepared and how B Cells respond.
Explains Memory B Cells, the basis of immunity. Total time: 45 seconds.

Section 3, Scene 1: Where did viruses come from?
This is the first scene in the Where did they come from? section. With
audio track. Total Time: 29 seconds.
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Section 3, Scene 2: Evolution of Viruses
Animation. This section discusses how viruses have evolved, including
mutation and reassortment. Total time: 25 seconds.

Section 3, Scene 3: Flu Pandemics
Animation. Covers the major flu pandemics of the last 100 years and
explains how reassortment drives the emergence of novel strains that
cause pandemics. Total time: 42 seconds.
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Section 4, Scene 7: Oncolytic Viruses
Animation. Explains new cancer immunotherapies using viruses to kill
cancer cells and drive immunological response. Total time: 32 seconds.

Section 4, Scene 5: Deadly viruses
This scene features ten deadly viruses including the recent coronaviruses
MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV2 (that causes COIVD-19).
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Section 5, Scene 1: COVID-19
This is the first scene in the section on COVID-19 explains what type of
virus it is and why coronaviruses are so-named.

Section 5, Scene 2: Transmission of virus
This scene features an image from the MIT Fluid Dynamics lab that shows
how far water droplets carry from a typical a sneeze.
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Section 5, Scene 3: COVID compared to Flu
Scene 21 explains the different ways that are used to calculate mortality
rate and why it is difficult to compare COVID-19 and the flu.

Section 5, Scene 3b: COVID mortality demographics
This scene provides the age breakdown of the US COVID-19 deaths
between February and August 2020, vs all deaths in each age category, to
show that COVID is affecting all age groups.
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Section 5, Scene 4: Electron Micrographs of SARS-CoV2
This scene features three high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of the SARS-CoV2 virus.

Section 5, Scene 5: COVID-19 Best Practices
Illustrates and explains the three main behaviors that can help prevent
the spread of COVID-19.
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FAQs
1. How do I know the information is accurate and up-to-date?
The Science Advisor for Viruses is Dr. Lynn W. Enquist, Henry L. Hillman Professor of Molecular
Biology, Princeton University.
Dr. Enquist is the editor in chief of the Annual Review of Virology. He is a member and past
president of both the American Society for Microbiology and the American Society for Virology,
and a fellow of the American Academy of Microbiology and the American Association for
the Advancement of Sciences. He is a past member of the National Science Advisory Board
for Biosecurity. Dr. Enquist has taught university courses in virology for over 25 years and is a
coauthor of the textbook, Principles of Virology.
2. What hardware do I need to deploy the interactive?
We recommend the following configuration (as shown on the back cover):

Component

Make/Model

Touchscreen

ELO 42” 4202L IF

$1,500

PC

ELO ECMG i5 + W10

$1,000

Stand

Aluminum stand

Total

Est. Retail Price

$500
$3,000

The Interactives can be played on any Windows machine running Windows 8 or later (Hungry
Birds has minimum hardware requirements, details on request). A touchscreen is not
technically required, but strongly recommended for public installations where a mouse is
problematic. Setup is easy and once installed the interactives can run 24/7.

3. Does the interactive require WiFi?
Yes. The experience needs WiFi for a number of reasons. It gets the latest COVID-19 stats
from the Internet so it is always up-to-date, and the machine needs to check in to make sure
the license is still valid. An Internet connection is also how updates to the interactive are
downloaded.
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4. Does it require any special skills on the part of staff?
Anyone familiar with Windows can install and update the interactive. Once the interactive is
running it can be left on indefinitely—it is designed to run 24/7.

5. How often is the Virus interactive updated?
Updates will vary depending on new information. It will certainly be updated when a vaccine is
announced or any other major development. When updates are published, customers will be
notified via email with instructions on how to download the new version.

6. What if I need help?
If you need assistance, you can call our main number or email us and we will get back to you
within 24 hours. You can also text us and we will answer the same day.

6. How do I clean the interactives?
Touchscreens can be wiped down easily with Clorox or Lysol wipes. We recommend you do this
at the end of every day, twice per day for high traffic venues. We also recommend a hands-free
hand sanitizer be placed near each interactive.

▶ NEW The interactives are designed for use with a stylus. Images have magnification icons to
replace the zoom in/out pinch gesture. Disposable styli are available for less then 20¢ each.
Styli were tested in Idaho and visitors rated them highly (4+ out of 5).

7. Are the interactives branded in any way?
No. The interactives carry no branding.

8. Have the interactives been thoroughly tested in the museum environment?
Yes. The interactives have been deployed in museums since 2016. References available. The
recommended setup is also ADA compliant. (It is not possible for visitors to get to the Internet.
Users cannot exit the interactive and get to the onboard PC.)
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Pricing
Pricing for Viruses (and the other interactives) depends on the size of the museum/institution
as measured by annual visitors. There are four size categories as shown in the table below with
the three-year price for the interactive license. These prices are for the licenses only and do
not include hardware.
The purchase of any interactive license allows the buyer to purchase any (or all) of the other
interactive(s) at a 25% discount. Each license is to run the Interactive on one (1) machine.
Licenses for the same Interactive on additional machines at the same location are 50%.
3 year license
Interactive

<50,000

50,000-99,999

100,000-500,000

>500,000

Viruses*

$2,500

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

VISTA (Basics of Evolution)

$2,500

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

Origin of Birds

$2,500

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

Galápagos Islands

$2,500

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

Hungry Birds (game)

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

$40,000

*License includes updates during the term of the contract.

For example, a museum with 125,000 annual visitors would pay $10,000 for a three year
license to the Viruses interactive.

After three years, museums can renew for the same price or discontinue the license. License fee
due in full before install, term commences on actual start date.
Demo versions of all interactives are available online (excluding Hungry Birds). Hungry Birds can
be deployed on much larger touchscreens (see pages 18 and 19), details on request.
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Professionally designed, kid-tested.

Kids using the Galápagos Islands interactive on a 70” touchtable. Up to eight kids can
use the interactive simultaneously. (Shown here at the Museum of Idaho.)
Kids love the large touchscreens and the ability to explore. (Shown here at
Prairiefire Museum, Kansas City.)
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About Us
The interactives described here were developed for the Darwin & Dinosaurs (D&D) museum
exhibit. D&D starts with the discovery of dinosaurs and how that set the stage for a new
understanding of Earth history and then covers Darwin’s voyage and the clues he discovered
that led to the theory of natural selection.
Featuring eighteen dinosaur skeletons (including rare species), letters, scientific instruments,
models and interactives, D&D is a visually stunning 10,000 sqft exhibit that engages and
educates visitors. (Find out more at darwindinosaurs.com.)
As part of D&D’s commitment to continually improve the exhibit, it recently introduced the
Viruses interactive. Viruses play an important role in evolution and are a great example of how
natural selection works.
Today, they are also a topic of global importance. For that reason, D&D is making the Viruses
interactive available on its own and not just as part of the D&D exhibit (and at the same time
making other interactives available as well).
All the interactives—Viruses, VISTA, Origin of Birds, Galápagos Islands and Hungry Birds—
make great additions to exhibits or museum areas focused on evolution, biology, earth sciences,
dinosaurs, ecology, Darwin, the environment, public health, and many others.
The recommended setup, with a 42” touchscreen, has a footprint of less than 2’ x 3’ and would
fit easily into existing exhibits.
Field tested, easy to deploy, engaging, the interactives add a whole new dimension to the visitor
experience. And now they are available through low-cost licensing options.
Below are short summaries of the other interactives available. More information is available at
darwindinosaurs.com.

Hungry Birds
A game that teaches natural
selection and is by far the
most popular component of
the D&D exhibit among kids.
It’s also recommended by the
National Science Teachers
Association (NSTA).

VISTA interactives at the Mueum of Idaho
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VISTA interactive at the Museum of Idaho
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VISTA
Explains the five basic elements
of evolution: Variation,
Inheritance, Selection, Time and
Adaptation. For each topic it
covers What is it?, How does it
work?, and Why is it important?
One example explains how blue
eyes first came about and how
they are inherited as a recessive
trait.

Origin of Birds
Explains how birds evolved
from the theropod dinosaur
line. Charting the changing
bone structure in birds and
their ancestors, the interactive
explains how small changes
accrued to make the efficient
flight of modern birds possible.
Explains how one line of
dinosaurs actually got smaller
leading to birds.

Galápagos Islands
Tabletop interactive with controls
along two sides. It can support
up to eight simultaneous users.
It covers the wildlife of the
archipelago and the clues Darwin
found there. Videos, maps,
timelines, quizzes and more.
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One of the dynamic scenes in the
Darwin & Dinosaurs exhibit.

Contact Us
888-600-5054

info@darwindinosaurs.com

New interactive from Darwin & Dinosaurs
888-600-5054 or info@darwindinosaurs.com
Visit us at darwindinosaurs.com

